
ANC 3E Traffic Issues 

 

1. The stoplight on Western Avenue by the entrance to GEICO may be unnecessary 

and in any case the timing should be adjusted to allow for a better flow on 

Western to avoid back-ups by Friendship Heights 

 

2. There was a sign at Western Ave. and Ellicott St. that prohibited entry to Ellicott 

between 6:30 am and 9:30 am.  That sign discouraged cut through traffic to GDS, 

Safeway and Wisconsin.  The sign has been removed and should be reinstated. 

 

3. The intersection at 41
st
 St. and Legation St. is quite dangerous with cars coming 

fast down Reno/41
st
 and crossing Legation at a place where the sight lines are not 

good and there is not a Stop sign.  There needs to be either a stop sign or 

something that signals to the incoming traffic that the intersection is dangerous.  

(There was a major accident here recently and there have been others in the past.)   

 

4. Cars coming north on 42
nd

 St. at Military Road are supposed to only make a right 

turn, but often cross Military or make a left.   

 

5. Should 42
nd

 Place between Jennifer St. and Military Road be one way? 

 

6. There is no sidewalk on Belt Road between Chesapeake St. and Fessenden St. 

along Fort Reno.  Many people use Fort Reno, and will increasingly given the 

recent improvements, and the pedestrian safety issues are significant. 

 

7. 42
nd

 Street is used as a cut through from River Road to Van Ness St. creating a 

hazard for kids coming and going from the Janney School and resulting in 

significant speeding between Yuma St. and Van Ness on 42
nd

.   

 

8. Close 42nd Street spur in front of Safeway at Ellicott and widen turnout onto 

Wisconsin to accommodate two-way traffic (under active consideration by 

George Branyan et al). 

 

9. The intersection at 42
nd

 St. and Van Ness St. should be a four way stop.   

 

10. At 46
th
 St. and River Road a sign that permits left turns at rush hour may be 

ambiguous and create the impression cars must turn left.  The left turn there also 

encourages drivers to use 46
th

 as a cut through to River.   

 

11. There has been a longstanding request from neighbors to have a four way stop on 

46
th
 St. and Fessenden St..   

 

12. Cars continue to cross River Road at Fessenden and Ellicott Streets [there is no 

current restriction at Ellicott to crossing River] despite the current efforts to 

prohibit them from doing so.  Consider installation of diverters to deter crossing 



River from 45th or Fessenden (if possible, perhaps use device that will also slow 

turns from River onto Fessenden / 45th). 

 

13. Crossing River at Fessenden/45th/River intersection is extremely hazardous.  

Install hawk light or similar device to remedy. 

 

14. Install rumble strips or similar attention-getting device on Wisconsin approaching 

Fessenden intersection to address frequent accidents that appear to stem from lack 

of driver attention to signal (an example of such a device on a major road is strips 

on highway part of River Road). 

 

15. Install permanent speed cameras at Fessenden/45th/River intersection as promised 

by Director Moneme, and eliminate intrusive MPD parking aprons currently 

there. 

 

16. Cars travel at high speeds on 39
th
 St. between Fessenden St. and Reno Road using 

that portion of a local street as a cut through.  This can be dangerous for the kids 

on the street and for children who use the street to get to and from Alice Deal 

Middle School and Wilson High School.   

 

17. Install benches along major streets in Tenleytown / Friendship Heights to 

facilitate walking rather than driving by elderly and infirm. 

 

18. Eliminate parking on River between Western and Garrison to reduce backups 

from squeeze to one lane there. 

 

19. Coordination of 46th and River light with Wisconsin and Western light to prevent 

backup of left turning traffic from 46th blocking traffic on River. 

 

20. Longer crossing time for pedestrians at River and Wisconsin (complaints raised 

by residents of Friendship Terrace, senior residences); perhaps use “push to cross” 

button to activate longer time. 

 

21. Speed/volume problems on 43rd Street, particularly during morning rush hour 

 

22. Consider installation of 4-way stop sign at Ellicott and 44
th

. 

 

23. Consider adding bike lane to Fessenden Street in lane w/o parking. 

 

24. Address speeding issues on 48th Street, perhaps through use of speed humps 

 

25. Allow parking on the east side of 49th between Yuma and Chesapeake to slow 

traffic and serve residences 

 

26. Consider adding a traffic light at 45th and Massachusetts Avenue to manage 

bottlenecks caused by left turns 



27. Improve sidewalk along the north side of Ellicott near Wisconsin Avenue 

 

28. Address fact that a tree at the corner of Garrison and 44th (northwest corner) is 

totally blocking the stop sign 

 

29. Consider a yield to pedestrian sign at the crosswalk on Wisconsin at Chesapeake    

 

 

 

Bigger Picture 

 

1. Create strategic MPD enforcement plan in conjunction with DDOT and 

ANCs.  This would include identification of all sites involving turn 

restrictions, and a rough schedule for doing enforcement at each site.  

Enforcement might be tied to performance measures, e.g., reduction of 

violations to certain number. 

 

 

 

  


